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 THE University Impact Forum Asia: Health &
Well-being Asia (virtual), 20 January 2022
While the global community is still recovering from the
immense physical and psychological toll of Covid-19,
scientists are already warning global leaders to prepare
for the ‘next big pandemic’.
In partnership with Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham,
India, this virtual forum will examine whether a shared
vision of impact can be realised in terms of universal
healthcare and vaccine equity to reach the UN SDG3
targets for good health and well-being.
As governments and the higher education sector
recalibrate to prioritise long-term health objectives and
progress against the SDGs, we will identify what the
significant risk factors are to ensure that the
optimisation of public health transcends borders and
remains an international priority.
Agenda themes:
 The urgency of making universal healthcare
non-negotiable.
 Creating an international standard for vaccine
equity
 How the other SDGs complement the
advancement of SDG3 for good health and wellbeing.
 Combating the climate emergency to mitigate
the impact of the environment on public health.
 Cultivating more robust health networks and
community initiatives within vulnerable
communities
For more information, please visit the
website: https://www.timeshigheredevents.com/impact-health-forum-2022
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 AIEA Annual Conference 2022 - Why the
Internationalization of Higher Education
Still Matters
The Association of International Education
Administrators – AIEA 2022 Annual Conference is the
only conference specifically for those leading
international education at higher education institutions.







Over 60 sessions and roundtable discussions
where international education leaders engage in
peer-learning on relevant and key issues for the
field.
Pre-conference workshops that delve deeper
into issues such as international strategic
partnerships, virtual exchange, and more.
Inspiring keynotes on trends influencing the
future of the field.
Opportunities to network with colleagues who
lead strategy for comprehensive
internationalization.

For more information, please visit the
website: https://www.aieaworld.org/aiea-annualconference

 Innovation & Impact Summit 2022 - WHAT
MAKES A SUCCESSFUL INNOVATION
CLIMATE?
We are delighted to be partnering with the prestigious
Swedish university KTH Royal Institute of Technology for
the THE Innovation & Impact Summit 2022.
The summit will unite leaders of the best and most
ambitious universities with policymakers, world-class
researchers and the companies that are shaping our future,
around the contribution that higher education institutions
can make to a successful, prosperous and sustainable
innovation ecosystem.
Join us on 26–28 April 2022 in Stockholm, Sweden, to
explore some of the deep issues that affect the creation of a
positive environment for innovation, and question how
research universities can sustain and support that
environment. We will debate the importance of talent,
regulation, diversity and investment in delivering a
prosperous innovation climate, and what kind of impact that
may have in the market and in wider society.
Themes:
 How universities can create a national innovation
culture?
 Regulating responsibly – is there a role for
universities?
 Assessing impact – where can universities make the
greatest intervention?
 Lean innovation – the value of diversity.
For more information, please visit the
website: https://www.timeshigheredevents.com/innovation-impact-summit-2022/

 EAIE - Barcelona 2022: 32nd Annual
EAIE Conference and Exhibition
Barcelona 2022: 32nd Annual EAIE
Conference and Exhibition
The 32nd Annual EAIE Conference and
Exhibition will take place 13–16
September in the vibrant city of Barcelona,
Spain. Save the date for Europe’s largest
international education event of the year at
Fira Barcelona Gran Via.
Theme: the future in full colour
Pushing the limits on creativity, innovation
and change, practitioners draw on a diverse
palette of tools to make international
education possible. The 2022 theme is
inspired by this ever-expanding spectrum
of perspectives and approaches
Reconnect with global partners
Collaborative, diverse and open - the EAIE
exhibition is the global meeting place
where you can develop partnerships,
increase your visibility and reach a diverse
group of international higher education
professionals.
Detailed agenda:
https://www.eaie.org/barcelona/programm
e.html
For more information, please visit the
website: https://www.eaie.org/barcelona.h
tml

 UNIMED - The Global Role of
University Associations
The Global Role of University Associations //
January 18th, 2022_ Registrations open!
Jointly organised by the International
Association of Universities (IAU) and the
American Council of Education (ACE), the
webinar will take place online on Tuesday, 18
January 2022 | Time: 13:00 – 14:30 UTC /
14:00 – 15:30 CET and will bring together
leaders of international associations of
Universities to discuss the current and future
role of higher education associations in the
context we are living and with the challenges
we are facing.
They will reflect on the local and global role
of university associations, how they
collaborate and complement each other (or at
times compete) and how they influence higher
education and society.
For more information, please visit the
website: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/reg
ister/4916414600217/WN_G51D0P9NRwC8l
xkfE5WkDw

 NAFSA - Collaborative Approaches to
Developing Faculty-Led Programs
Offering faculty-led education abroad programming
provides a winning result for the institution and its
students. This workshop is relevant for those seeking to
add programming along with learning best practices to
improve your current education abroad portfolio. Gain
foundational information that will help you implement
successful and intentional programs. Learn how to create
more program options while collaborating in a structured
manner with faculty in the global learning agenda for
your campus.
Workshop Agenda







Institutional Culture
The Proposal Process
Program Mapping
Program Promotion and Admissions
Overseas Preparation and Support
Program Completion

For more information, please visit the website:
https://www.nafsa.org/professional-resources/learningand-training/collaborative-approaches-developingfaculty-led-programs

 Call for the Convening of a New EuroMediterranean Ministerial Conference
on Higher Education and Scientific
Research
UNIMED, its members and partners, are calling
for the convening of a new Euro-Mediterranean
ministerial conference on Higher Education and
Scientific Research.
The last Euro-Mediterranean Ministerial
Conference on this topic has been organized in
2007 in Cairo, Egypt. Fifteen years have passed
but the need to focus on these aspects is today,
more important than ever. The Higher Education
Institutions have been shaken up by the COVID19 pandemic and global unrest in the EuroMediterranean region. Both the staff and the
students suffer from their consequences. In view
of the achievements and challenges in the region,
it is essential to make new commitments to
protect and further develop education, research
and innovation, and thus to contribute to the
development of human capital in the EuroMediterranean region.
For more detail https://www.uni-med.net/en/callfor-the-convening-of-a-new-euro-mediterraneanministerial-conference-on-higher-education-andscientific-research/

 7th annual Eurasia Higher Education
Summit - EURIE 2022, A Hybrid
Summit
EURAS team is pleased to share the program
for 7th annual Eurasia Higher Education
Summit - EURIE 2022, which will be organized in
a hybrid format, virtually and in Istanbul, Turkey
on March 2-4, 2022.
The 7th Annual EURIE Summit will be organized
on March 2-4, as a hybrid event. There will be 3
days of virtual programming and 3 days of
simultaneous on-site programming in Istanbul,
Turkey.








The conference will be live-streamed on
the EURIE Virtual Event Platform. You
can enjoy 50+ sessions of online panels,
plenaries and roundtables about trending
topics in international education.
The Exhibition Area will be virtual. You
can network with colleagues from around
the world and visit 100+ stands to develop
your partnerships and business.
For in-person participants in Istanbul,
special face-to-face activities such as
networking events, workshops,
roundtables, campus tours and FAM trips
are planned. In-person participation
includes all the virtual elements, plus these
special face-to-face activities.
Join us virtually or in-person in Istanbul for
EURIE 2022 to share, ideate, innovate and
imagine the future of international
education!

For more information, please visit the website:
www.eurieeducationsummit.com

